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Cases of indecent
exposure, vandalism
keep security hopping
February 22,1989 was not a run-of-themill day for ASC campus security. Along
with issuing parking tickets and securing
the campus buildings ASC officers chased
a streaker and assisted in the arrest of two
Savannah youths who were defacing public
property.
At approximately 5:15 p.m. ASC secu
rity received a call from the Southside
Recreational Park city worker who reported
that a young man, mid to late twenties,
committed indecent exposure in front of
park goers, who included children.
Five witnesses described a man of
masculine b uild, approximately 5'9" tall
and 135-140 pounds.
According to Officer Gordy, who was
called to the scene, he was "wearing noth
ing but a g-string and sneakers."
Upon arriving to the scene Officer Gordy
unsuccessfully pursued the suspect.
"These kinds of incidents occur more
and more frequently as the weather gets
warmer," commented Officer Gordy.
The last such incident on Armstrong's
campus occured last July.

But the excitement didn't stop with the
park episode. At approximately 9:15 p.m.,
five teenagers were caught in acompromis
ing situation on campus.
While making the usual rounds on
campus, security guards encountered the
youths urinating on the physical education
building. Our SPD officer, on duty every
evening from 9 p.m. to 3a.m., was called to
the scene.
When asked to leave, three of the teen
agers left campus immediately.
After a confrontation, one of the re
maining teenagers sped off and was appre
hended by SPD at K-Mart on Montgomery
Crossroads. He was arrested for driving
under the influence and drinking under age.
The other youth was retained until the
SPD officer could return and was then
arrested for giving false information and
drinking under age. The youths were 17
and 18 years of age.
According to Officer Gordy, campus
security, themost common crimes commit
ted on campus are trespassing and drinking
underage. •
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ASC campus access for
handicapped explored
In response to campus accessibilty for
the handicapped Drs. Harwood and
Worthington conducted a survey of
Armstrong's campus to "determine the
degree ofaccessibility of faculty, programs
and facilities."
Drs. Harwood and Worthington "walked,
wheeled and talked in every building on
campus" as well as interviewed two physi
cally impaired students and one visually
impaired student.
Three students were asked to evaluate
the extent to which barriers to college
education are "'self-imposed' rather than
'other' imposed."
Relatively easy access was found for all
buildings on campus. The main concerns
were the inaccessibility to restrooms in
Hawes Hall,Solms Hall,Gamble Hall, and
the Old Student Building.
Ramps at Lane Library, Physical Edu
cation Building, Hawes Hall, Administra
tion Building, Old Student Building, and
Victor Hall were cited as being difficult to
use becauseof inadequate railings andsteep
incline.
The wooden direction signs on campus

were considered difficult toread because of
lack contrast between the background and
lettering.
Modifications for all problems were
suggested, with the more expensive and
time consuming solutions to be considered
for the five year plan.
Volunteers were suggested to serve as
"mobility trainers" in order to helpvisually
impaired students to learn the campus. A
braille map was also suggested to be made
available upon request. A brochure detail
ing the locations of bathrooms and high
lighting the site of ramps was also recom
mended.
In addition to the survey conducted, a
committee has been established to address
issues concerning the handicapped. The
Ad Hoc Committee cn Campus Access for
the Handicapped is currently in the plan
ning stages, with a permanent chairperson
yet to be determined.
Anyone interested serving on this com
mittee should contact Dr. Keith Douglass,
temporary chairman. Membership on this
committee is guaranteed to be a rewarding
and appreciated experience. •
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ally on their individual programs) go i t
alone financially while setting standards to
assure more uniformity in operation of the
programs. The answer is that a county by
county funding approach simply cannot be
Within the past year, the news media has workable or equitable.
Fluctuating crime rates make annual
highlighted some of the gross inequities in
local
budget projections impossible. Ful
Georgia's indigent defense system, a con
ton
County
recently experienced a 20 per
stitutionally mandated program intended to
cent
increase
in its crime rate. Cobb
provide lawyers incriminal cases for people
County's
indigent
criminal case load has
who cannot afford to hire their own.
Articles have described a number of doubled in the last four years.
Meanwhile, rural communities adjoin
graphic cases: two Atlanta juveniles spent
several months in jail before receiving the ing nearby cities are often hit with a metro
court-appointed legal assistance that re politan crime rate that their own tax ba se
sulted in dismissal of their charges; a jailed cannot support Yet the taxpayers of such
Camden County woman endured a month- a county must pay for representation for
long delay in seeing an attorney — the crimes committed in their county. Semi
charges against her subsequently were nole County was forced to borrow money
dropped; a south Georgia man spent five to finance the retrials of the much-publi
months incarcerated before seeing an attor cized Alday murder cases.
ney.
The result of the present situation is that
Unfortunately these are not isolated the quality of justice dispensed hasbecome
examples. They are typical of a neglected linked to a county's ability to fund a sys
indigent defense "system" which has tem. A county that has a great need for the
reached the point of crisis — a crisis our program may also have the poorest tax
legislature can alleviate during this session base. In many counties, urban and rural
of the General Assembly with modest fund alike, the crisis will continue unless we act
ing to enter a partnership with counties. At
Ten years ago the Georgia legislature
present, each county must struggle tocreate passed but did not fund the Indigent De
its own indigent defense program, funding fense Act, which authorized the sharing of
it solely out of county tax revenues.
local and state funding to meet thesecritical
This piecemeal approach means there is needs. Under this act, each county would
no uniformity among counties as to when be allocated a portion of the state funds
attorneys are appointed, the amount of appropriated, based on h
t e size of itscrimi
experience attorneys are required to have, nal case load, its present indigent defense
the compensation they receive for taking expenditures and the county's totalpopula
the cases, and the types of professional tion.
services, such as psychiatrists and scien
It is an excellent plan, allowing each
tific experts, they can use to mount a de county to use its own system of choice,
fense.
such as appointed counsel, contract coun
From the point of view of the accused sel or public defender. Local committees,
citizen waiting in jail, the results can be
composed of one representative from the
disastrous. An indigent defendant without
superior court judges, the local bar and the
a lawyer is frequently unable to have a bond
county commission, are responsible for
set or reduced, making release before trial
submitting the requests forstate reimburse
impossible. Evidence may be lost during ment
the intervening time period; witnesses dis
In 1988 the legislature came close to
appear. A person in this situation often
allocating funding for the act Governor
does not get an opportunity to hear and see
Joe Frank Harris had proposed $2.5million
the state's evidence at a preliminary hear
to start the program. His request only
ing. The court-appointed attorney often is
missed approval by the General Assembly
unable to prepare an adequate defense
at the last moment.
operating under these handicaps. Fre
We expect that Gov. Harris will again
quently, by the time the attorney meets the
press this year to fund the indigent defense
client the court date is imminent.
system. He will have prestigious support
Both families and the community as a
The Supreme Court of Georgia, the Coun
whole are harmed by this inefficient indi
cil of Superior Court Judges, the Associa
gent defense system. Defendants lose their
tion of County Comissioners of Georgia,
jobs while waiting for their cases to be
the State Bar of Georgia, the Gate CityBar
handled. Their families sometimes break
and the Atlanta Bar Association allstrongly
up and may have to depend on welfare
endorse the program. Concerned citizens
payments. Jails grow overcrowded, and
have issued a widespread and increasingly
communities are pressured to spend large
urgent call to action.
funds on additional facilities.The General Assembly has a clear op
Georgia is one of only ten states that
portunity now to implement the Indigent
does not provide state funds for indigent
defense programs. It might be asked why Defense Act that it passed into law adecade
we shouldn't continue to let the counties ago. We can move Georgia toward ajustice
(which are spending over $8 million annu system that better serves all of us. *
Guest Editorial
by Sen. Roy Barnes
Paul Kilpatrick
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Education budget revealed
by Michael O'Keeffe
(CPS) — Overall spending on college stu

'The only new money forpostsecondary
educaton," he said,"is forNational Science
Scholarships and traditionally black col
leges."

dent aid would drop alitde, certain kinds of
The Bush budget would award $5 mil
grants would disappear, black colleges lion to 570 high school students who excel
would get more money and the federal in science as college scholarships. Recent
government would provide less money for studies say American science competitive
students to borrow under the budget pro ness falters compared to Japanese and Eu
posal President George Bush made to ropean students. By 1992, the Bush budget
Congress February 9.
calls for $20 million to be awarded in sci
The proposal, which Congress will now ence grants.
weigh, covers federal higher education
The Bush budget also calls for $10 mil
spending for the O ctober 1, 1989 through lion to help bolster traditionally black col
September 30,1990 fiscal year.
leges and universities, schools Bush has
"It looks more impressive than it actu supported for decades. The budget calls for
ally is," said Charles Saunders of the funding to increase to $16 million by 1992.
American Council on Education (ACE) of
Overall student aid spending, however,
would dropto$8.8 billion,down from 1989's
the proposed budget.
Janet Lieberman of the United States $8.9 billion. But those who need it most,
photo by Andy Laughlln
Student Association (USS A), which repre according to administration, still will get
sents campus presidents in the capitol, federal help to go to college.
On February 24, snow fell upon Savannah, decorating the Pirate field
"He's taking from the back pocket to
contended Bush "is actually cutting educa
and granting students and faculty a day off
tion funding by not allowing for inflation." give to the front pocket," Lieberman said.
Yet all the lobbying groups that will be "That's not kosher with us."
Like all eight of Reagan's budgets,
trying to wring more money out of the
government for colleges during the budget Bush's budget proposes killing the State
process w ere far less alarmed by Bush's Student Incentive Grants (SSIG) program,
proposed education budget than they had letting thestudents who currentlyget SSIG's
apply for Pell Grants instead.
been by Ronald Reagan's.
Warlick sets up his schedule to allow for
The Pell Grant program, in turn, would
"There is a new climate," Saunders
free days, which let the student go and see
get
$4.74
billion,
up
for
1989's
$4.48
bil
by Lisa Gunderson
explained. "It's refreshing to have a guy
what interests them. The students stay at
(like U.S. Dept. of Education Secretary lion. The administration also would let
the
International Hall at the University of
Wouldn't it be great to spend the sum
Lauro Cav osos). It's much better than part-time students get Pell Grants, some
London
where they can meet a variety o f
mer in Europe and receive college credit
(President R eagan's Secretary of Educa thing they're prohibited from doing now.
students
from different countries such as
But a National Association of Student while having a great summer vacation?
tion William) Bennett, who would come in
France,
Spain
and Italy, who come to study
This
is
not
an
impossibility.
The
IISP,
In
and say 'Okay you bastards, we're gonna Financial Aid Administrators spokes
in En gland.
ternational
Intercultural
Studies
Program,
woman, who said her organization couldn't
cut your funding.'"
The schedule allots two to four days a
allows you to study abroad an d receive
In fact, Bush's conciliatory tone officially comment on the budget immedi
week
of classroom time for British History
college credit in various areas. The pro
prompted Lieberman to call the upcoming ately, argued almost $100 million of thePell
and
British
Theatre. The theater class is
gram is administered through the U niver
budget debate "a negotiation instead of a Grant increase won' t do students much good
taught
by
Prof.
Connally and involves tak
because it will be used to cover 1989 short sity System of Georgia andeven though the
battle."
ing
in
plays
onc
e
a week at theaterssuch as
program deals with the study of drama or
"It's a significant improvement over falls.
the
Beer
Gardens
and a visit to StratfordBush also seeks to slash funding tor journalism in Italy and England, you still
what we got from Reagan," added ACE s
on-the-Avon.
Last
year's students saw the
Perkins Loans from 1989's $205 million to receive credit at Armstrong in these areas.
David Merkowitz. "Last year was the first
Merchant of Venice and Macbeth, to name
While
living
in
countries
such
as
Ger
$22 million. Funding for Stafford Loans,
a few of the plays. The history buffs get to
year Reagan didn't try to decimate student
formerly known as Guaranteed Student many, Italy, Spain, or China, you get class
visits archives repositories and get hands
aid."
room
instruction
on
the
country's
culture,
Loans, would also be reduced, from 1989's
on
use of military documents and other
"This guy is willing to work with people
history, literature or on the specific area of
$3 174 billion to $2,962 billion.
to come to some kind of a compromise, to
primary
sources.
Work-study funds would remain at 1989 study that the trip is aimed toeards such as
Dr.
Warlick's
main aim is for the stu
see what can be done," said a Department
levels, while Supplemental Grants funding management, journalism, or business.
dent
"to
get
well
enough
acquainted with
of Education official who asked to remain
Students who choose the Germany pro
would increase from 1989's $438 million
the
basics
and
with
the
city
so in their free
anonymous.
gram need to have had at least three quar
times, they can take off and see what meets
While the Bush budget does vary from to $452 million.
ters
of
German
in
school
and
while
there
The president also proposed increasing
their individual tastes. "
the one proposed by Reagan in mid-Janu
funding for a new kind of student loan, live with the Germanfamilies. This setting
Students from last year's trip with Dr.
ary—most notably, itcalls for greater fund
allows
them
to
hear
German
spoken
by
called IncomeContingentLoans (ICL), from
Warlick
believe that their time was well
ing for pre-school, elementary and high
"real" Germans. The classes at a local
$4.9 million to $20 million.
spent
and
would do it again if given the
school programs—Bush's planned spend
With ICL's, which now are available on university are supplemented by tours and
chance.
The
tips they pass along to this
ing for higher education doesn't differ that a test basis at 10 campuses, students repay excursions to majorcities, monuments and
summer's
group
is to pack few clothes
much from Reagan's.
their college loans in amounts that depend places of interest
(you'll
do
a
lot
of
buying while you're
Dr. Noble, Armstrong's IISAP repre• "The real point is: are the needs being on how much they earn after they leave
there)
and
plan
out
how much spending
sentive, believes that these programs allow
met for postsecondary education now?
money
to
take
then
add
at leasttwo hundred
a
student
to
really
experien
ce
the
country's
Saunders said. Answering his own ques ^The government loves then because they
more
to
it!
culture
and
language
in
a
way
which
you
tion, he added, "We're left with the same arlLlercodefauUonmanSBffordLoans
concerns w e had when President Reagan but they have been a bust so far on the test could not do in the United States and the If you are interested in one of the many
student "realizes its possible to survive programs available see Dr.Noble inGamble
released his budget in January."
Bush would like to do more for higher '^'iCTCOurage students to borrow (Staf outside the United States and live without 109 for more information one the various
trips, or if you are interested in going with
education, the Department of Education ford Loan) first because die interest rate ts ice cubes and ice tea."
Dr. Warlick, who leads the British Stud Dr. Warlick to England check with him in
official said, but budget restrictions caused lower and interest does not accrue, sai
the History Department The deadline for
by the federal deficit tie his hands.
^ financial aid director E.F. Hall of Wheeling ies, aims at familiarizing his students with
applications
is March 15 and the applica
the transportation system, the exchange,
'The deficit problem affects everything,
Jesuit College in West Virginia, one of the
tion
includes
a one hundred dollardeposit
the Education Department official said. test schools. "Theoretically, you could be and in general, the British way of life so
they canget along in a foreign country. Dr.
"We've got to cut it or we're dead in tne paying this loan off for 30 years, v
water.

Study around the world:

travel and receive college credit

MONEY TALKS
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(Scholarships, contests, and programs
SAVANNAH WOMEN'S
TRANSPORTATION
I ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP
Applicants may be high school sen| iors or students currently enrolled in col
lege who are pursuing an education re[ lated to the transportation industry (i.e.
I business, sales, com puter science, etc.)
Academics, leadership, and financial
need are the criteria by which the appli| cants will be judged.
Applications are available in the fi[ nancial aid office and must be submitted
to the Association NLT April 13.

GARDEN CLUB OF GEORGIA
| SCHOLARSHIP
Students must have been a Georgia
resident for thepast five years. Judging of
recipients is based on financial need, aca
demic achievement, character, initiative
| and general attitude.
Must major in H orticulture, FloriculI ture, Landscape Design, Conservation,
Forestry, Botany, Agronomy, Plant Pa
thology, Environmental Control, City
Planning, Land Management and/or al| lied subjects.
Applications available in the FinanI cial Aid Off ice. Deadline is April 30.

UG A SUMMER UNEERGRADUATE
I RESEARCH PROGRAM
I College students interested in careers in
biology, chemistry or pharmacy are in
vited to apply for a summer undergradu; research program at the University of

Georgia College of Pharmacy.
The program offers rising college sen
iors the opportunity to work with faculty
members on research projects in computerassisted drug design, synthetic medicinal
chemistry, analytical medicinal chemistry
and drug metabolism.
Each student selected will receive a
$2000 stipend for the nine-week program.
Selection will be based on academic back
ground and performance, lab experience
and research potential. At least a 3.0 GPA
is preferred.
An application, along with two letters
of recommendation, should be submitted
by March 31 to Dr. James T. Stewart, De
partment of Medicinal Chemistry, College
of Pharmacy, The University of Georgia,
Athens, Ga., 30602.

The paper must be an original research
paper completed between May 7,1988 and
the end of Winter quarter 1989 by afull- or
part-time student currently enrolled (Win
ter 1989). The paper must also be typed,
doubled-spaced, and conform to standard
format. Include three copies when submit
ting to Dr. George Pruden in the history de
partment. Deadline is 4:30pm March 15.

GUARANTEED ARMY EUROPEAN
ASSIGNMENT
The US Army recently announced a
new "Two-Year Plus Training" enlistment
program that guarantees an assignment to
Europe.
For an enlistment period of two years,
plus training time, the enlistee receives a
guaranteed assignment to Europe after
successful completion of basic and ad
ORCHID SOCIETY ARTS AND vanced training. Eligible enlistees may
CRAFTS CONTEST
also receive up to $17,000 for college
The Deep South Orchid Society will through the Army College Fund or GI Bill.
award $100 for thebest arts and crafts entry
Enlistees may enter the new program
using orchids as a main theme. Applica through the Army's delayed entry program
tions must be received by March 25. For which allows early enlistment to reserve a
more information write Mrs. Henry H. particular occupational specialty. Enlis
Nichols, 7630 LaRoche Ave., Savannah, tees may enter active duty up to one year
Ga., 31406.
after enlistment.
For more information call the Army
recruiter in Savannah at 352-8466.
ROGER K. WARLICK PRIZE IN
HISTORY
STATE MEDICAL EDUCATION
A prize of $25 and a gift certificate will BOARD OF GA. SCHOLARSHIP
be presented at the Awards Convocation to
Applicants must be legal residents of the
the graduate or undergraduate student at State of Georgia who have been accepted
Armstrong who has written the best history into anaccredited four-year medical school
paper within the past year.
in the United States which offers a medical

education program.
To be considered for a scholarship,
each applicant must established a finan
cial need and a strong commitment to
practice medicine in a Board-approved
Georgia community having a population
of 15,000 persons or less.
Applications may be obtained bywrit
ing to: State Medical Education Board of
Georgia, Attn: Secretary of the Board,
Room 468,244 Washington Street SW,
Atlanta, GA 30334
Application deadline is May 15.

WINE & SPIRITS WHOLESALERS
OF GA. SCHOLARSHIP
Applications are currently available
for the Wine and Spirits Wholesalers of
Georgia Foundation Scholarship.
Applications must be Georgia resi
dents, undergraduates, and enrolled fulltime. Qualifications also include an out
standing academic record and financial
need. A Financial Aid Form must be
completed.
Additional information and forms
may be picked up in the Financial Ai d
Office.
Deadline is May 1.

faculty lecture series

'The Ginger Man's Dublin
A Portrait of the City as an
old Hoor"
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Math means
big bucks to
grads
(CPS) Math courses mean big bucks
after students graduate, according to a re
cent U.S. Department of Education study.
Men who took four math courses in
college earned 11 percent more than their
peers who didn't, the department reported
in mid-February.
Women who took computer sciences or
statistics class es earned 14 percent more
than those without a math background, the
research showed.
They didn't even have to be whizzes to
profit from the courses. Students who
scraped through t he math courses with a
"D" still had fatter paychecks later than
grads who had "A's" in other classes.
The department tracked the academic
and work ca reers of 12,600 high school
students from 1972 on to find the math-tomoney relationship. •

S H 0*W
YOUR STUFF!

Stegall explains
bookstore policy

The following information wasobtained by • Returning books that don't sell to the
Stephanie Norman, vice president of SGA, publisher is a major expenditure for the
in a phone call with John Stegall, vice bookstore.
president of Business and Finance.
• At the end of the quarter the bookstore
buys back a book at half the book's selling
• The bookstore marks book prices up price and resells it at 75% of the original
30% and adds $1 to each book to cover new book price
freight.
new book: $12
$6
buy back:
$9
resell:
• Bookstore profits stay with college and
$4.50
buy
back:
goes back to students (subsidizing dorms,
$9
resell:
buying furniture for old student center).
etc.

For a chance to show your
talents, see page 15 for
employment opportunities

• The bookstore has a very liberal return • Mr. Stegall invites students who believe
policy (students aren't questioned for drop they are overcharged or shortchanged to go
ation
notice when they return a book before to the business office in the Administr
midterm, destroyed books may be ac building and they will straighten out the
problem.
cepted at the end of the quarter).

Study shows today's college freshmen
getting an education "just for the money"
(American Association of State Col
leges and Univ ersities) — Worries about
money, rising interest in pursuing advanced
degrees, and an increasingly competitive
college admissions process may be causing
arecordnumberof freshmen tofeel stressed,
according to a wide-ranging national sur
vey of first-time, full-time freshman.
More than 1 0 percent of the students
reported feeling depressed during the past
year, and 21.5 percent of them admitted to
"feeling overwhelmed by all I have to do."
The proportion of freshman feeling they
are above average inemotional health when
compared to their peers has also declined,
according to the report published by the
American Council on Education.
There are also more cigarette smokers in
the class of 19 92. After years of steadily
declining rates, the increase in cigarette
smoking may be a reflection of rising pres
sures and stress, speculate the authors of the
ACE report. They also attribute the stress
to rising co mpetition for admission into
college.
The survey also revealed that the num
ber of freshmen applying to three or more
colleges is atan all-time high of 37 percent.
But, fewer of them are attending the institu
tion of their first choice.
Nearly 60 percent of the freshmen plan
to get an advanced degree, possibly signi
fying that a bachelor's degree may not be
regarded as adequate in the increasingly
competitive job market.
The number of women expressing inter
est in pursuing a doctoral degree is up by

college education for decent employment a described their political views as liberal or
far left, a slight decrease over 1987. Over
compelling fact for young people."
"The burden for teaching young people all, in recent years, both theliberal and con
the other critical values of a college experi servative camps have steadily gained young
ence rests very directly with us," Van de adherents while the middle-of-the-road
group continues to shrink.
Wetering added.
• The shifts in political identification
Other findings of the survey:
notwithstanding,
a substantial majority of
• The number of students receiving
Pell Grants reached freshmen continue to support liberal posi
an all-time low of tions on political and social issues such as
15.6 percent, com environmental protection, consumer safety,
pared to 31.5 percent abortion, defense spending, and disarma
in 1980. Freshman ment. However, support for the death
jA 7t « 2t mm "» w*
participation in other penalty and the rights of crime victims
jtrtptr4 m - 2
grants and the Col reached a new peak and support for legali
lege Work-S tudy has zation of marijuana remained unchanged
also dropped dra between 1987 and 1988and isfar below the
matically. Increas 1977 high of 52 percent.
Widely regarded as a barometer of the
ingly, students arere
lying on family sav changing trendsamong American students,
ings, loans and insti the survey is based on questionnaires com
tutional programs for pleted by more than 308,000 freshmen
entering 585two andfour year colleges and
financial aid.
O Interest in universities in the fall of 1988. It was
studying business conducted joindy by the American Council
declined slightly but of Education and the Graduate School of
careers innursing and Education at the University of California,
teaching showed a Los Angeles.
For a copy, send $17 to the Higher
small gain. Fresh
Education
Research Institute, Graduate
man
interest
in
science,
which
has
been
"I am disturbed by not surprised at the
School of Education, 320 Moore Hall,
steadily
waning,
continued
its
downward
increased attention to making money as a
University of California, Los Angeles, CA
major purpose for attending college said slide again this year.
•
The
proportion
of
students
indentify90024-1521.
•
John Van de Wetering, president of State
ing
themselves
as
conservative
or
far
right
University College at Brockport (NY) and
chairman of AASCU's Committee on Poh- is at an all-time high of 21.8 percent, up
cies and Purposes. "I think the shifts in the from 18.3 percent in 1980 and 14.5 percent
job market have made the importance of a in 1973. Nearly a quarter of the students

two-thirds, from 6.5 percent in1970 to 11.4
percent in 1988.
A whopping 72.6 percent of those sur
veyed said "making more money" was very
important in their decision to pursue higher
education. Only 60 percent indicated they
were attending college "to gain a general
education," a slight decline over 1987.
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College students rally for and against abortion
find abortio
formed a statewide network, Texas Colle- rich will always be able to find
at
gians for Life, to press their case.
the poor won't Students will be hard!;
"We think there should be alternatives since most don't have a lot of money
to abortion," said JoePojman, a university
"A lot of itjust depends on where y0
of Texas grad student who is the group's go to school," Rothman continued,explaj
president. "No woman should need to have ing that if Roe is overturned each state wili
an abortion because their are no alterna- determine its own abortion statutes.
tives.'
Wilder reports that fives — Idaho, fflj.
The Missouri law nois, Louisiana, South Dakota and Ken
which has led to the tucky—already have laws tomake abortion
renewed
"•"r"1"""1 abortion
ohnrtirm a crime if Roe vs. Wade is overturned
controversy states
Dozens of others, including Connecti
that human life be cut, New Hampshire, California, Georgia
gins at conception, New Mexico and Wisconsin, have laws
bans public facilities that will greatly restrict
access to
from performing abortions if Roe is overturned
abortions, and re
Abortions, consequently, could become
quires pregnant much more expensive and difficult to ob
women to undergo tain.
tests to determine
Pro-life advocates say such a turn could
"fetus viability" have a profound effect on collegians' be
before being al havior.
lowed to get a pri
"Regardless of the legalities, abortion is
vate abortion.
still seen as a need. That's the problem,"
Legal scholars said Pamela Wilson, president oof the
say the court could University of Houston's Students for Life
declare the law un- and Feminists for Life of America.
constitional, thus
The way to change that kind of thinking,
leaving women's said Wilson, is to push forgreater access to
rights to undergo the birth control and sex education fo r s tu
procedure
un dents, and for more day-care facilities for
changed.
young children. "It's sad we've accepted
It could also de (abortion) as a compromise. We've been
clare the Missouri led to believe abortion is a cure-all."
law constitutional
While Pojam, on the other hand, also
but leave Roe vs. would like to see more day care and adop
Wade intact. The tion programs, he sees sex education—as
court could also well as abortion—as a cause o f student
overturn Roe
pregnancies.
supporters to Washington, D.C., inApril to
If the status quo is changed, activists on
support abortion, she said, to counter the
When abortion is not available, people
both sides of the issue say, life for colle
large pro-life actions held in January.
act more responsively," he said. "People
gians could change dramatically.
"What needs to happen is that the proare using it as an escape valve."
We're not really sure what this all
choice movement needs to become more
Sex education and access to contracep
means yet," said Rothman. "The court
visible," Wilder said. 'The anti-abortiontives "is in trouble if Roe vs. Wade goes,"
ROe
Vs
e We
the same.'
same."
'
the states more leeway in regulating abor- said Rothman. "This doesn't bode well for
the
firm
-i. .
a lot of issues." •
tion^The worst case will be that while the
';Co"^ woarea are ,he perfec. aaivists for this issue," said Ronni Rothman of
the Aarericaa Association of uSX,

iTPSi Pmmnifvl
Snnreme
(CPS)
Prompted hv
by the.
the IIS
U.S. Supreme
Court's decision to rule in a case that could
make abortions illegal, rallies for and against
abortions have broken out on a number of
campuses in recent weeks, and both sides
say they will step up efforts to recruit more
students to walk their picket lines.
Students at Stephens College in Mis-

souri, Iowa State, Yale, and Western Michi
gan universities and the universities of
Houston, Washington, Texas, and Illinois,
to name a few, have rallied for and against
abortion in recent weeks with an intensity
unusual even for this issue.

nu.ses." admits
NARAL's camnus
puses,"
admits NARAL's
campus coordicoordi
nator Marcy Wilder, who now says, "It's
time to focus on them again."
NARAL and NOW already have prochoice groups on about 55 campuses, Wilder
said, and hope to mobilize students at 400
schools in upcoming weeks. Then they
will try to draw "hundreds of thousands" of

efforts ZE. ^aT^ib

Organizers prcdia m„ro campus
will come as the term rolls on,. and the
i • •
_
spring— aOTiroaches<'CC'S'0'1
spring approaches
Incarly January U.e eoart agreed to rale
foafsmre

*

ab0rU°nS

™

W°mcn'

If the court ru.es the law is constitutional, it would effectively alter or even roots energy "

£"cUne womcn rrom

"We've grown up with this rigb, a,
abonrons." Stephens College sophomore
and pro-choice activist Jaae Druarmoad
said. "We've never really thought of it as
something we'd need to fight for." Now it
may be taken away from us."
Hoping to drive that lesson home and
portray just how profoundly an anti-Roe
decision would affect college women, prochoice advocates are fanning out to speak at
collcge campuses whenever they can.
The National Abortion Rights Action
League (NARAL), a nationwide pro-choice
group, and the National Organization for
Women (NOW) have long ^red JZ

\

SSI Stf"""7 "

^ relatively untouched
nS "Ho

that grass-

r,aw can't pickc
Rothman

the Sunrom r
f'y011
P
" C°m'

thelom^rcwTlI t Tf™ COnvince
Wl11 be a lot of confusion i
A MF>RV
in
Wade' Z
?iey overturn R°e vs.
drasticalIy"
Pro^fife acSf t
stu"
dents to n^ll
1
lie 1SST? ^Ult~i^ayPub'
on
t0 hmit or criminalize aborIn TA
r
at Rice T' Z e?mple' Pr°-life students
Lake.fn
^ S and 0ur Lady of the
uversities of Texas and Dallas have

'^

WHERE'S
SECURITY ?

To contact security when there is no one in the
guard gate, call their beeper #

944-9125
Or during library hours, call

927-5332
_and have thejibrarians contact them for you

FOR YOU

Help.
Our Cities.

Our Oceans.
Our Trees.
Our Towns.
Our Forests.
Our Rivers.
Our Air.
Our Mountains.
Our Plants.
Our Fishes.
Our Streams.
Our Deserts.
Our Lakes.
Our Tomorrows.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D. A. GS

"
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uonaom
machine
update
A vote was put before the SGA Senate
regarding theinstallation ofcondom ma
chines inselect cam pusbathrooms. Eight
votes were cast in favor of the proposal
and while no one opposed, there were
three absentions.
Brad Wallace will be drawing up the
final proposal for the SGA senators to
sign. The document will then be pre
sented President Burnettfor his consid
eration.
Since the SGA will be acting in your
behalf they would like to know what you
think regarding this controversial issue
before presenting their proposal to ASC
administration.
Please address your comments to any
SGA officer/senator, Dr. Buck (advisor),
or leave a written recommendation in
the SGA box in the Student Activities
office at MCC.

isualization: the key
to success
A «• Ih. on A nf OH Have the. P TOUD that

At the end of 20 days, the group that
actually practiced every day improved 24
by Robert Kriegel percent. The groupthat did nothing showed
no improvement. The group that only visu
Don't get nervous;" "Don't say this;"
alized themselves shooting fouls improved
n't look at that."Don't thinkabout...
pie often defeat themselves before they 23 percent.
Jack Nicklaus, one of the greatest golf
into a pressure situation by thinking
ers ever, attributes 10 percent of hissuccess
ut what they don't want to do.
to his setup,40 percent tohis stance and 50
rhinking about what you don't want to
percent to the mental imagery he does be
an actually make it happen. It'slikethe
fore he takes each stoke.
"er at the water hole. As she prepares
Picturing what you do rather than what
iwing, she thinks, "Don't hit it in the
you don't want to have happen works for
er." Where does it always go? Plunk— more than sports. It is effective forincreas
; radar— into the middle of the water.
ing confidence and preparing for any type
Let me explain why that happens. The of situation, mental orphysical. Time, Inc.
id is an incredibly p owerful tool. Re- Chairman D ick Munro explained that as
rch shows that when you picture some- part o f his preparation for an important
lg in your mind the same pathways of speech he imagines the whole ne vironment.
IT nervous system are being excited as
"I will see it in my mind, what it looks
y would be if you were really doing that like, who wiU be there, how they w ill be
ivity. The body can't distinguish be- seated," Munro explained.
:en an actual experience and a very clearly
Then he"sees" how he will come across,
d picture in the mind.
how he will look, what he will be saying
Thinking about "the don'ts' is actually and the positive result.
learsing failure. It also causes enormous
Many peak performers that I have inter
ess, and stress has become the plague of viewed inbusiness, politics, medicine, law,
liege campuses.
the arts a s well as in school use mental
To overcome the don'ts, think a bout imaginery to prepare for pressure situations.
lat you want to do, rather than what you
You can too.
n't. In a pressure situation, visualize a Editor's note: This is part of a health series
n. How would itlook? What would you by Robert J. Kriegel, PhD., best-selling
doing? How would you be feeling, author, former Ail-American athlete, and
lagine it as clearly as possible.
mental coach for many Olympic and world
There have been many experiments class athletes. Kriegel gives speeches and
dicating positive effects of visualization, does consulting for major corporations
ae study inv olved three g roups of stu worldwide on peak performance, lead
aits shooting basketball foul shots, ne ship, and strategies for dealing with change.
oup physically practicedfoul shots for 3U Currently, Kriegel is on a national tour of
inutes a day. The second group did no
college campuses.
g. The third group visualized themselves
looting foul shots for 20 minutes a y-

U.S. Department of Health & Hu man Services

TEST
YOUR
KNOWLEDGE.
Q: How many of the people who died of lung
cancer last year were smokers?
A. 25%
B. 40 %
C. 6 0%
D. 80%

QUITTING. ITCOULD BE
THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE.
%08 ueifi eiotu s,y *a

Armstrong State College
Student Qovernment dissociation
presents a

Creative Qreen Tie
fundraiser for

The American Cancer Society
Triday, March 10,1989
8:00 prn
in 'EMCEES
featuring John (farter
from I-95s Breakfast frames

BRaffre
tickets
Prizes^
il
Door
Prizes
Be azvarctect
with
every hatf hour.

Admission: general$10, with OSC I.<D $7 So
M proceeds rviCC3oto the American Cancer Society

HOMECOMING
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photo Dy S PS
photo by SPS

Davita Capers crowned Homecoming Queen as President Burnett

Contributing to another Pirate win at ASC's Homecoming
game in February

looks on

photo

by Heather Blrkheimer

Typical Armstrong fans cheer on the pirates
photo by Heather Blrkheimer

Pirate cheerleaders demonstrate vim, vigor and skill during one of their
many difficult moves
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photo by Heather Birkhelmer

Practice makes perfect-and boy
do they practice!

pnoio Dy neatner uirKheimer

Armstrong cheerleaders placed 18th among 220 Division II Southeast
Region contestants in the national cheerleading championships
sponsored by Universal Cheerleading Association

photo by Heather Birkhelmer

Successful throws and catches
make for an excellent show at
ASC basketball games
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Catch the fighting spirit with the ASC cheerleaders
by SPS

_

photo by S#
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Paglia pulls hat trick
by Ron Speir, Jr.
ASC head coach of the women's swim
team, Marc Paglia, was named the Coach
of th e Ye ar for the Southeast Collegiate
Swimming and Diving Federation, topping
off the most successful of his four years at
ASC. The team finished third in the federa
tion championship tour nament on Febru
ary 16-18. The swimm'n pirates finished
the season with an 8- 3 record, and unde
feated in their league.
Coach Paglia's award was the third coach
of the year award that he has received in his
swimming career: 1978 Coach of the Year,
Lansing Area and\982DetroitNews Coach
oftheYearforthestateofMichigan. Coach
Paglia's success began in high school where
he was named a high school all-americian
swimmer. He continued swimming at
Michigan State University, where hegradu
ated in 19 79, as a member of the varsity
team. In 1977, Paglia began coaching at
MSU and at area high schools, finally arriv
ing at ASC in 1985.
This years women's swim team is the

best in ASC history, setting 14 new school
records along the fast lane tosuccess. Great
individual performances among the team
contributed to the team's strong success.
Freshman Ellen Bradbury set school rec
ords in the 100yd freestyle and the 50yd
freestyle, which she is undefeated in, and
fellow Freshman Rachael Walton set school
records in the200yd fireestyle and butterfly,
100yd and200yd backstroke, and the200yd
IM. Senior Cindy Christiansen-Nunley left
her legacy with a record in the 200yd breastroke, and sophomore Noelle French com
piled records in the 1650yd and 1000yd
freestyle events. A school record in the
200yd medley relay was also set when
freshman Jennifer Purcell joined Walton,
Christiansen-Nunley, and Bradbury tobreak
the old record.
On their way to the 8-3 record, the team
finished third at a Christmas Invitational
Tournament and the Southeastern Swim
ming and Diving Federation Champion
ships.
With the very young talent on this years
team, the future for swimming at ASC
would appear bright. •

photo by SPS

Avery Taylor lays one up

and in enroute to a homecoming victory

photo by Heather Birkheimer

ASC women place third at Southeast championship

March Madness cometh:
Inkwell NCAA predictions
by Ron Speir, Jr.
Just as the winds of spring begin to
rusfie, one can feel it in the air: March
madness, the greatest show on earth. In a
few short weeks only sixty-four division I
schools will be playing basketball on the
road to Seattle and the NCAA final four
. At
this time of the year, the cream rises to the
top, and the pretenders lose as the contend
ers keep rolling along.
Now it is time for the official Inkwell
predictions on which teams should make
their hotel reservations in Seattle or make
travel arrangements back to the dorms.
The well coached teams will be there at
the end of the close games with their hands
in the air, winners. Those close games are
what makes the great teams champions and
the losers failures. Coaches like John Th
ompson, Bobby Knight, and Dean Smith
are well known for accomplishing this feat,
and this year each of these coaches has the
talent to bring about miracles. Look for
Georgetown to be in the final four with
strong inside play from freshman sensation
Alonzo Mourning (the second coming of
the Georgetown center) and incredible
sophomore Dikembe Mutombo, who can
fill Mourning's shoes while he takes a
breather. Charles Smith is one of the best
guards in the country, and he will keep
Georgetown in the close games.
Who cares if J.R. can't read? J.R. Reid
can play basketball, and it will be up tohim
and Senior Jeff Lebo to carry UNC to the
promised land. In the Preseason Sports Il
lustrated rankings Indiana was 30. Now
they are in the top ten under the expert
commandof General BobKnight, the coach
who never gets respect due to his fierytem
per. Guard Jay Edwards has won several
close games for the Hoosiers this year, and
he will continue the practice in the show.
Doesn't the name Hoosiers conjure up
images of victory?

Billy Tubbs also has hisOklahoma Sooners sailing along near the top three over the
last month. Stacy King and Mookie Blaylock will carry the Sooners back to where
the left off last year, the championship
game. This year there is no home court
advantage for their opponent. The Sooners
are true contenders.
There are some pretenders out in the
crowd also. Syracuse is the most talented
team in the country, hands down, but when
it comes to making free throws, they look
like a ten and under girls team - airball!!!
As long as they don't get into many close
games, whichthey will, theycould be there.
Duke just doesn't have the full recipe this
year, and Danny Ferry cannot carry the
team. Denny Crum should have Louisville
in tourny form as usual, but the Up and
down Cardinals need consistency from
"Never Nervous" Pervis Ellison and LaBradford Smith. Missouri is on a mission
to win for their ill head coach, and their
pressure style may cause opponents to
commit errors in crucial times. UNLV
plays a great brandof basketball and are al
most as talented as Syracuse, but alas the
Runnin' Rebels fall into the close game
pitfalls that plague the Orangemen.
The darkhorse is always the team to
watch out for, and this year that team has
the bestshot to take itall. The University of
Michigan is on the path to the jugular.
Rumeal Robinson has filled Gary Grant's
vacant shoes as field general at the point
guard position. Glenn Rice andTerry Mills
look to contribute to the cause along with a
cast of others. Like any top twenty team,
when the Wolverines are good they are
almost unstoppable, butwhen they aren't at
their best, well you know the story. After
crushing rival Michigan State by twentyseven points, Michigan looks primed.
Remember you read it hear first The
Inkwell always leads the way at looking
into the future. After all, didn't we tell you
that Bush would win? •
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Hottest cold spot in
the nation!
(CPS and The Inkwell ) — While most
American campus residents were freezing
their academic credentials off coping with
the massive Arctic cold air mass that cov
ered two-thirds of the continental United
States the first two weeks of February,
students at one college were celebrating.
The February 10-12 "HoUest Cold Spot
in the Nation Celebration"at Western State
College in G unnison, Colorado, noted in
national weathercasts as having thecoldest
weather in the nation several times each
winter, applauded the small college town's
most notoriousfeature: bitter cold tempera
tures.
The freeze-fest featured a Friday after
noon in a campuspark watching anair band
contest, a Miss Highway 50 pageant (con
testants wore bikinis—as well as diving
into a pond through a hole in the ice), a
broomball competition, a bed race and
dancing in the snow to a live band.
Such mid-winter festivities "began a
few years ago" to publicize what students
think is "the hottestcold spot inthe nation,"
said student Marin Untie d.
"People all over the countryhear Gunni
son is thecoldest spot inthe nation,"Untied
said. "The local Chamber of Commerce

came to thecollege to find a way to make it
a positive thing."
The Inkwell spoke with Pat Prokop, the
weatherman for WTOC-news in Savan
nah. "The average temperatures in Savan
nah (for the second week in February) are
about 63 degrees for theafternoon high and
41 for the overnight low."
In Gunnison it was positively freezing
the night of 1988's "hottest cold" live
concert, with students bopping in 10 de
gree-below-zero temperatures.
But this year, while some other parts of
the country s uffered through the sub-zero
nights Gunnison likes to call its own,
Western State itself enjoyed relatively
balmy 20-degree nights.
The thermometer hit 32 degrees on Feb
ruary 12, the lastday of the celebration, but
plummeted to 2 earlier that day.
"It was even sunny on Saturday," Westem State sophomore Kelly Balglish said.
"People came out toget some sun and enjoy
the great weather."
In Savannah, the afternoon high on Feb
ruary 12, 1989 was 72 degrees, with an
overnight low of 37, according to Prokop.
Now, aren't you glad you came to
Armstrong? •

Law firm barred from
recruiting at U of Chicago

O'Kane reported wondered why black

CPS

Harvard student says it's
easy to cheat on SAT
(CPS) It's easy to get someone else to
take a standardized test for you, a Harvard
freshman says.
To prove it, freshman David Weller and
Larry Schultz, his high school classmate,
say they used to fake names and phony
physical descriptions to retake the Sch
olas
tic Aptitude Test (SAT) a second time last
June, even though the Educational Testing
Service, which sponsors the test, says its
security measures generally prevent such
cheating.

"It shouldn't be so easy to walk in into a
people "don'thavetheirown country clubs,"
test and conduct an impersonation," said
and that "at least (Jewish people) had their
own clubs, and asked what the student Weller, who along with Schultz wrote an
would do if anadversary called hera "black
bitch" or "nigger" in court.
Firm Chairman Robert Cox apologized
to thestudent and the school, placedO'Kane
on "indefinite leave," and suggested he had
been trying to toprovoke the student with a
'stress test" to see how she'd react to pres
sure.

article about the experience for Penthouse
magazine. "It's just so easy to do."
Weller and Schultz admitted their nis
to test monitors after they had been admit
ted to the test sites, saying they were just
trying to "dramatize howeasyitistoctaf
by paying someone else to take the exams
for students.
"If somebody with enough advance
planning wants to cheat, they can," re,
ETS spokesman Thomas Ewing, who esti
mates ETS, which has about 22 investiga
tors, cancels the scores of about 1,000 al
leged cheaters each year. •

BYRKsJ

This is especially painful to us because
we've always taken great pride in being
part of the solution rather than part of the
problem, added Cox, whose law firm has
10 black lawyers among the 400 it employs
in the United States. •

l

(CPS) One of the world's biggest law
firms won't be able torecruit at the Univer
sity of Chicago fora year because one of its
recruiters insulted a student
Chicago law Dean Geoffrey Stone said
February 2 he wa s barring recruiters from
Baker & McKenzi from i nterviewing UC
students through th 1 989-90 school year.
The unusual ban came a week after the
law school s paper published anaccount of
how a Baker & McKenzie recruiter, id en
tified as the firm partner Harry O'K ane,
supposedly made anti-Semitic, racist and
sexist remarks during a job interview with
a black w omen law student, who was not
identified.

~Ti

OGLE THORPE MALL
7804 ABERCORN
SA VANNAH. GA. 31406
(912) 355-0119

WILMINGTON ISLAND S/C
216 JOHNNY MERCER BLVD.
WILMINGTON ISLAND
SAVANNAH. GA. 31410
(912) 897-4273

Savannah's Second

COLLECTABLE'S SHOW
featuringa

fefltlirin

Country Convenience
Fresh Deli Sandwiches
Windsor Forest Shopping Cei
12409 White Bluff Road
925-3447

BASEBALL CARDS
COMIC BOOKS
HOBBY SUPPLIES
POSTCARDS
MEDALS

•
•
•
•
•

COINS
HISTORLAL PAPERS
STAMPS
PAPER MONEY
JEWELRY
ANTIQUES
GLASS
MILITARIA
OTHER COLLECTABLES

BUY • SELL • TRADE • APPRAISALS
Patrick's Day Weekend
Saturday, March 18, 1989 -Sunday March 19, 1989
10 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Savannah National Guard Armory
1248 Eisenhower Drive
FREE ADMISSION

ENTERTAINMENT
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True Believer:
yippie vs yuppie

James Woods, Robert Downey Jr. and Yuji Okumoto wait for the prison
gate to open in Columbia Pictures' True Believers

of the original murder eight years ago, they
by Ron Speir, Jr. become the center of attack for those who
have something to hideor who have wishto
see
Woods fall flat on his face. Woods
True Believer combines several popu
quickly
finds himself in a hopeless, inde
lar segments of Americian society past and
fensible
situation, which works out from a
present into a fast paced whodunit Perry
Mason style. James Woods turns in a fog into the light in true thriller style.
The court room drama synthesizes well
believable performance as Eddie Dodd, a
ex-hippie lawyer who specializes in de with the leg workinvestigation that Woods
fending clients involved with drug related and Downey run through., and the facts of
charges. An early joke involves Woods the case unfold perfectly toward the con
being mistaken as the criminal and the clusion. The worn out plotof the old watch
teaching the new succeeds largely because
client/criminal as the lawyer.
of
the yippie versus yuppie struggle be
The plot takes off when newly hired aid
tween
Woods and Downey to understand
Roger Baron played by Robert Downey, Jr.
convinces Woods to defend a inmate in both cultures that they are alien to.
James Woods and Robert Downey con
Sing-Sing of amurder hecommits in prison,
and in doing so,Woods would head back to tinue their mutual string of silver successes
the glory days that earned him the reputa in True Believer, which is based on a real
tion as a renegade lawyer fighting for strict life renegade lawyer from the sixties.If the
constitutionist interpretations, which intrigue of True Believer is not enough to
Downey's character idolized in the older wet your mystery sweet tooth, then you
lawyer. But Woods decides the best way to should try Bestseller,another James Woods
defend the client is to appeal the original movie currently making a run through the
video and cable circuit •
case.
As the two lawyers delve into the events

Famed jazz musician to
perform at Armstrong
The Armstrong State College Jazz En
semble, directed by Randall Reese, will
present famed jazz euphonium soloist Rich
Matteson in concert on Tuesday, March 14
at8pm in the Armstrong State College Fine
Arts Auditorium. This free concert is the
final event in the "Beetuban Festival."
For 13 years, Matteson was a professor
of im provisation in the outstanding jazz
program at North Texas State. He is pres
ently the Koger Distinguished Professor of
American Music at the University of North
Florida and has a Summer Jazz Camp in
Telluride, Colorado. He has performed as
asoloistand clinician around the world. He
recorded as a tubist with Louis Armstrong
and currently records with the MattesonPhillips Tubajazz Consort.
Matteson and the ASC students will
perform his arrangements ofstandards such
as "Don't Get Around Much Anymore,"
In a Mello Tone," "How Long Has This
Been Going One," "Doxy," "Georgia," "My
OldFlame," and "There isNoGreaterLove."
In addition to M atteson's features, the
Ensemble w ill p erform "Wind Machine"
(written for the C ount Basie band), John
Coltrane's "Central Park West" and Donny
Hathaway's "Valdez in the Country."
Rich Matteson is recognized interna
tionally as one of the most exciting jazz
soloists and clinicians. A graduate of the
University of Iowa, Matteson has had a
wide a nd varied career as public school
music teacher, professional performer,
c°nductor, arranger, composer and college

professor.
He is an outstanding recording musician
in every jazz idiom; having recorded with
Louis Armstrong inDixieland styleon tuba;
college and professional big bands on bass
trumpet, value trombone and euphonium;
his own small group recordings on several
albums in Sweden and the famous Matteson-Phillips Tubajazz Consort albums.
Matteson has performed during the last
20 years as clinician and guest soloist at
high schools, colleges and universities
throughout the world. He has appeared at
State, Regional and National MENC Con
ventions, NAJE National Conventions, The
Mid-West National Band Clinics and many
of the major jazz festivals and clubs world
wide. He has also appeared on network
television and recorded radio shows in the
United States, Sweden,Germany,England,
Norway and Australia.
Rich Matteson is regarded as one of the
foremost authorities on teaching jazz im
provisation and all levels of jazz band per
formance. He has been associated with
Yamaha Musical Products as a clinician
and concert artist for many years.
In 1986, Matteson was appointed as the
Koger Distinguished Professor of Ameri
can Music, an endowed position at the
University of North Florida. He was spe
cial guest artist with the St. Johns River
City Band at Carnegie Hall on September
29 1987. Matteson continues to perform
approximately 40 clinics^and concerts a
year around the world, v

file photo

Rich Matteson will perform with the ASC Jazz Ensemble on March 14 at
8pm in the Fine Arts Auditorium

CLUB NEWS
Buchheit wins engineering qLi
design contest
L
by Andy Laughlin
February 20-24 was National Engineers
Week. This is the week of George
Washington's birthday that is set aside to
honor our first American engineer and all
engineers in our country.
The Engineering Society recognized the
week with the dedication of the ne w engi
neering lab and with a design contest. The
dedication was on Wednesday at 11:30.
Mayor Rousikas and County Commission
Chairman McCorkle both read proclama
tions recognizing the importance of engi
neers in our community and nation. Many
prominent engineers from the community
also attended the meeting. Following the
dedication a reception was held for the

guests.
The design contest took place in the
MCC cafeteria on Thursday at 1:00. The
goal of the contest is to design a rubberband powered vehicle that can climb a
twenty foot ramp elevated at an angle of
fifteen degrees. The entrant with the ve
hicle with the shortest time or the greatest
distance traveled over the ramp wins the
first prize of one hundred dollars. This
year's winner was Melanie Buchheit Sec
ond place went toSteve and Dana Horncole
and third place went to Stephanie Lucree.
The design contest is held every year
and is open to all Armstrong students.
Anyone interested in next year's contest or
in joining the Engineering Society should
see Dr. Gerald Jones in Solms Hall.
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Melanie Buchheit, contest winner, starts to launch her creation

Armstrong family

Easter Egg Hunt
sponsored by ASC's PanHellenic Association
for children under age 8

Sunday March 19
Steve Horncole lets 'er rip at the design contest

2pm
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RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING C ORPS

meet at the fountain
illinium™

Ebony Coalition salutes
Homecoming Queen
by Leslie Booker

YOUR FIRST STEP
TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE YOU
COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It's exciting
and it may be your last opportunity to grad
uate with an Army Officer's commission.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For more information, contact Captain McManus,
MCC Rm 210 or ph. 927-5206

Ebony Coalition would like to give a
heartfelt congratulations to our sponsor
Davita Rashawn Capers for being crowned
Homecoming Queen 1989. Davita was a
vision of loveliness on February 18 as she
was crowned by President Burnett.
Davita is a sophmore majoring in ele
mentary education. She has been a faithful
member of Ebony Coalition for the past
two years, serving as vice president last
year and this year. Davita's other accom
plishments m addition to Homecoming
?0lSna?;.MissEbonyCoalition 1988 and
OulTm'rumer"',p for
Dav'ta bas been a diligent worker for
P,
Ebony Coaluon and we were proud to
sponsor herand cheer her to victory. Anyone
who knows Davita can testify that she is
one of the friendliest students on campus

Shft 1C
r\r her faces
She
isnpi/pr
never u/ttknut
without ao omtlo
smileon
a cheery thought to share.
When Davita was asked how the victc
made her feel she responded, "After bei
convinced by my escort and the preside
of Ebony Coalition that Iwas Homeco®
Queen, the announcement totally stunn
me. I was in astate ofshock as I covered t
tears on my face with my hands. But, a'1
acknowledging myvictory I wore mycr0''
with great pride the whole night through
Davita will represent Armstrong p®*
as Homecoming Queen by continuing f
high standards and the winning trad1"1
that is synonymous with Armstrong ®
Ebony Coalition. Davita without a do»
will continue the tradition of cla ss, g12'
and style that goes along
with being crow111
Armstrong State College's Homecon"1
Queen.
Again, Davita, Ebony Coalition salt"
and congratulates you on a job well do"
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CLASSIFIEDS

ACROSS

CLERICAL

Towle Factory Outlet. Stock person.
Call 925-0529.
Memorial Hospital. Housekeeping su
pervisor. Call 356-8243.
SALES
Windsor Forest Baptist Church. Day
Savannah Ne ws Press. Call 236-9511 care coordinator. Call 925-8650.
Ext. 353
Ryder Truck Rental. Rental agent Call
Precious Gifts, Inc. Call 354-1801.
964-1370.
Watkins. Call 236-9815.
Barbara Creech. Babysitter. Call 927Alan Barry's. Call 236-0209.
3580.
Thorn McAnn. Call 355-9326.
St Joseph'sDaysInn. Desk Clerk. Apply
in person.
MISC.
WCHY. Radio operators and announc
Atlantic Supply. Warehouse cleric. Call ers. Apply in person.
2334593.
Belk. Recieving and Distribution office.
Joseph Scuderi. Darkroom technician. Apply in person from 10am-5pm. Ask
Call 352-3705.
for Mrs. Hutton or Ms. Bailey.
Gardners Ace Hardware. Cashier & stock
person. Call 925-8768.
FOR MORE UP-TO-DATE LISTINGS,
Max Paint Warehouse. Call 925-2213. REVIEW THE BULLETIN BOARDS
Punch & Judy. Stock clerk & delivery. OUTSIDE THE COUNSELING AND
Call 352-0906.
PLACEMENT OFFICES.
J. Parker Ltd. Stock & sales. 925-2213.
Bank South - Secretarial position. Call
355-6000.

1 Moray
4 Foray
8 Once around
track
11 Spindle tor
wheel
12 Otherwise
13 Anger
14 Greek letter
15 Plunge
17 Expert
19 Ancient
21 Gave food to
23 Decay
24 The sweetsop
26 Conducted
28 Choicest
31 Short sleep
33 Animal's foot
35 Greek letter
36 Pronoun
38 Marches
41 Symbol for

yttrium
42 High mountain
44 Rocky hill
45 Small amount
47 Merry
49 Greek letter
51 Asiatic deers
54 Spanish plural
article
56 Pigpen
58 Period of ti me
59 Platforms
62 Spread for
drying
64 Near
65 Torrid
66 Weight of India
68 Actual being
70 Organ of sight
71 Mast
72 Sorrow

DOWN
1 Rejoice in
triumph

The
Weekly
Cnnsswnrd
Puzzle
2 Spanish article
3 Conducted
4 Repulse
5 Indian mulberry
6 Doctrine

7 Loved one
8 Stretcher
9 Exist
10 Through
11 Ox of Celebes
16 Supposing that
18 Cry
20 Lair
22 Leaves
25 Weaken
27 Parent: colloq.
29 Timid
30 Small child
32 Stroke
34 Spider's trap
36 Move from side
to side
37 Cloth measure
39 Fish eggs
40 Title of
respect
43 Roof of m outh
46 Pedal digit
48 Canine
50 Essence
52 Expunge
53 Surfeit
55 Deposits
57 Old pronoun
59 That woman
60 Plaything
61 Soak up
63 Condensed
moisture
67 Note of scale
69 Therefore

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

TWITCHY, WIRED LOOK
CAUSED BY N ICOTINE.
A high nicotine content
makes smokeless tobacco
just as addicting
as cigarettes.

LUMP BETWEEN LOWER
UP AND GUM.

Inkwell

BAD BREATH.

STAINED FINGERS.

STUBBORN ATTITUDE.
WONT LISTEN TO
SOUND MEDICAL
ADVICE.

TOBACCO-STAINED
TEETH.

Thursday, March

12:30 pm
Room 106, Gamble
All are invited
to attend!

DRIBBLE CUR

WHITE PATCHES
AND SORES.
Leukoplakia. In time
could lead to oral cancer.

TIN BULGES AND
RING.

RECEDING GUMS.
NO FRIENDS.
TOBACCO JUICE.

HOWTOSPOTAMP.
DIPPING IS FOR DIPS.

DON'T USE SNUFF OR CHEWING TOBACCO.

? SOCIETY
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ONGOING CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY
URINARY TRACT INFECTION
DO YOU HAVE ONE OR MORE OF THESE SYMPTOMS?

1. BURNING WITH URINATION
2. PAINFUL URINATION
3. FREQUENT URINATION
<T. HARD TO CONTROL YOUR BLADDER
5. DIAGNOSED URINARY TRACT INFECTION
£XIMULSB wlwZ ANnIfp^IS STUDY- Y0U W,u- RECEIVE P HYSH
ceive 475.00 TOR COMPLECT™,TsTOO^0 C°ST T° Y°U' Y°U

LENGTH OF PARTICIPATION - 2 WEEKS
CONTACT: MYRTLE COX or DOLORES AUTRY
"Oh, great. I told you not to have that last beer."

356-1535

